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   Two Proven Leaders. One Strong Client Focus.    	
 
Imagine the robust resources, diverse array of services and deep talent pool made 

possible by combining two of the area’s leading CPA firms.  That’s precisely what TRP 

Sumner, PLLC now offers for new and existing clients.  

 

Just “who is” TRP Sumner?  It’s the union of two firms with a rare and extraordinary 

client-focused history and a unique and innovative vision for the future. TRP CPAs, 

PLLC and McFadyen & Sumner, CPAs PA have merged and will begin operating as TRP 

Sumner on January 1, 2020. 

 

Founded in 1972 and 1982, respectively, TRP and McFadyen & Sumner began as “local” 

CPA firms, providing quality tax and accounting services with an unprecedented client-

centric dedication. Over the years, both firms grew from within and through mergers with 

other CPA firms. Their growth also allowed them to expand the scope of services offered 

for their clients.“Trust is paramount in our business,” says partner Brent Sumner, 

“Because of the trust our clients had in us, they wanted us to handle other financial and 

business needs.”  

 

TRP Sumner now ranks as one of the top 500 CPA firms in the nation, but what truly sets 

them apart is their vision for building a trusted advisory firm for the 21st  century. Kelly 

Puryear, Chief Executive Partner of TRP Sumner, explains: “We have positioned 

ourselves for uncommon growth in an industry that’s known for its conservative outlook. 

We understand that clients’ needs are continually changing, and we’re committed to 

meeting their needs by providing services that go beyond those traditionally provided by 

CPAs.”  
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Taking full advantage of today’s technology enhances TRP Sumner’s ability to provide 

tax, accounting and other services. They also partner with trusted professionals in other 

fields. Some of the unique services currently offered by TRP Sumner include payroll 

processing, auditing, CFO-level support for businesses of all sizes, estate/financial 

planning and business system/entrepreneurial training.  

 

The strength of two leading CPA firms, now joined together, allows TRP Sumner to offer 

expanded services and unparalleled professional expertise, However, they will never lose 

sight of the commitment to personalized service and the “hometown feel” that have long 

made both TRP and McFadyen & Sumner a preferred choice. They will continue to 

operate from the firms’ three locations in Fayetteville and Dunn  
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TRP Sumner Partners – standing left to right: David Maxwell, Matthew Smith, Jason 

Poole, Keith Raynor, Clint Stanley; sitting left to right: Lisa Sessoms, Kelly Puryear, 

Brent Sumner, and Taylor Stephenson 

	


